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We used ultraviolet resonance Raman (UVRR) spectra to examine the spatial dependence and the
thermodynamics ofR-helix melting of an isotopically labeledR-helical, 21-residue, mainly alanine peptide.
The peptide was synthesized with six natural abundance amino acids at the center and mainly perdeuterated
residues elsewhere. CR deuteration of a peptide bond decouples CR-H bending from N-H bending, which
significantly shifts the random coil conformation amide III band; this shift clearly resolves it from the amide
III band of the nondeuterated peptide bonds. Analysis of the isotopically spectrally resolved amide III bands
from the external and central peptide amide bonds show that the six central amide bonds have a higher
R-helix melting temperature (∼32 °C) than that of the exterior amide bonds (∼5 °C).

Introduction

An elucidation of the mechanism of protein folding requires
the understanding of the structural and dynamical aspects of
R-helix unfolding.1-4 Previous theoretical examinations of
R-helix unfolding predicted that at equilibrium all but the longest
R-helices would contain only a single helix sequence and that
this helix would unfold from its ends.5 Recent transient
fluorescence probe,6,7 IR absorption,4 and UV resonance Raman
(UVRR) studies1,8 have found that the unfolding dynamics
occurs on a 200 ns time scale and that the kinetics have the
appearance of a two state unfolding mechanism. However,
detailed kinetic temperature-dependent measurements indicate
that the unfolding does not show a simple two state Arrhenius
behavior.1 This clearly signals that the true mechanism follows
an intrinsically complicated energy landscape.

Our recent kinetic UVRR investigations1,8 have allowed us
to examine the dynamics of peptide unfolding by examining
the evolution of the UVRR spectra caused by a ns T-jump. The
Raman spectra are highly resolved and can be used to
quantitatively determine the secondary structure composition.
The obvious next step in the study of the helix unfolding process
is to understand the spatial dependence of unfolding.

We show here that it is possible to determine the spatial de-
pendence of peptide unfolding through isotopic labeling. Isotopic
labeling shifts the vibrational bands such that the conformational
evolution of an isotopically labeled region can be resolved from
the conformational evolution of an unlabeled region. We, thus,
measure the temperature-induced melting of different parts of
the R-helix, and find different melting temperatures for the
exterior versus the central peptide amide bonds.

Experimental Section

Materials. The deuterated alanine was obtained from Gly-
copep Chemicals, Inc. The alanine based polypeptide (AP) of
composition A5(A3RA)3A and the deuterium labeled peptide

whereA is L-Ala(2,3,3,3-D4) were synthesized (>95% purity)

at the Pittsburgh Cancer Institute by the solid-phase peptide
synthesis method.

Instrumentation. The UV-Raman instrumentation is de-
scribed in detail elsewhere.1,8 UVRR spectra were measured
using 204 nm excitation obtained by anti-Stokes Raman shifting
the third harmonic of an Infinity YAG laser (Coherent Inc.) in
H2. The Raman scattered light was collected in a∼135°
backscattering geometry and dispersed by a Spex double
monochromator. An intensified CCD detector (Princeton Instru-
ments Co.) was used for detection. The samples were measured
in a temperature-controlled free-surface flow stream.

All spectra were normalized to the ClO4
- internal standard

band at 932 cm-1. The broad 1640 cm-1 H2O Raman bending
band was subtracted using a measured solvent reference
spectrum.

The CD spectra were measured by using a Jasco 710
spectropolarimeter.

Results and Discussion

To spectrally spatially resolve the central from the exterior
peptide bonds we compared the UVRR of natural abundance
AP to the deuterium labeled peptideAAAAAAAA- RAAAAR-
AAAA -R-AA (AdP), where A is L-Ala(2,3,3,3-D4). Both
peptide termini are fully deuterated, except for the residue
nineteen arg group, while the central two arg and the four ala
are natural abundance.

UVRR Spectra of AP and AdP. Figure 1 shows 204 nm
excited UVRR spectra of AdP and the natural abundance alanine
peptide (AP) at low (-0.2°C) and high (+70 °C) temperatures
as well as their temperature difference spectra. AP at 70°C is
essentially pure random coil and shows bands at∼1660 cm-1,
∼1550 cm-1, ∼1380 cm-1, and∼1249 cm-1 which are assigned
to the amide I, amide II, CRH bending and amide III vibrations,
respectively.1 We measure an amide III Raman cross section
of ∼60 mBarn/(peptide bond‚sr).

As shown previously, the temperature-induced spectral dif-
ferences result from theR-helixfrandom coil transition com-
bined with a modest temperature dependence for the random
coil Raman bands.1 The AP difference spectrum (Figure 1c)
shows a peak at 1234 cm-1 due to the loss of the random coil
amide III intensity. The broad peak at∼1377 cm-1 derives from
the loss of the random coil CR-H bending band. Other
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difference features also occur, such as the derivative shaped
amide I feature, due to the fact that the random coil amide I
band occurs at higher frequency than does theR-helix form.

The UVRR spectra of AdP differ from those of AP mainly
in an upshift of the CR deuterated amide III band to∼1325
cm-1.9-13 The deuterated amide III band displays a dramatically
increased Raman cross section of∼217 mBarn/(peptide bond‚
sr). In addition, the CR-H bending band intensity decreases due
to deuteration of some of the CR carbon amide bonds.

Thus, the∼1325 cm-1 band intensity derives mainly from
the amide III band from the deuterated amide bonds. The
nondeuterated part of AdP shows a spectrum similar to that of
AP (Figure 1); the shoulders observed at∼1240 and 1380 cm-1

in the spectrum of AdP derive from the amide III bands of the
nondeuterated amide bonds. The remainder of the AdP spectrum
is very similar to that of AP.

The AdP difference spectrum shows peaks at 1240, 1325,
and 1370 cm-1, in addition to the derivative shaped amide I
difference band (Figure 1f). The 1240 and 1370 cm-1 peaks
are similar to those in the AP difference spectrum (Figure 1c).
They derive from the amide III and CRH bending bands of the
increased concentration random coil conformation within the
nondeuterated, center of AdP. In contrast, the 1325 cm-1 band,
absent in the difference spectrum of AP (Figure 1c), derives
mostly from the deuterated part of AdP and is dominated

by the conversion of deuterated amide bonds from theR-helix
to the random coil conformation.

The intensity of the 1325 cm-1 deuterated amide III difference
spectral peak is determined mainly by the difference in the amide
III Raman cross section between theR-helix and the random
coil deuterated amide bonds, since there is little change in the
amide III frequency between theR-helix and random coil
conformations. The temperature dependence of the frequencies
appears to be negligible, as is evident from the lack of a
derivative feature in the difference spectrum.

The intensities of the 1240 and 1370 cm-1 difference spectral
peaks are determined mainly by the increase in the number of
random coil amide bonds, since only random coil amide bonds
give rise to the peaks at 1235 and 1370 cm-1. Thus, the
magnitude of the deuterated and nondeuterated peptide bond
temperature difference spectral peaks is proportional to the total
number of amide bonds undergoing the conformational transition
from R-helix to random coil.

Melting of AP and AdP. Figure 2A shows the calculated
R-helical fractions of AP and AdP determined from their

Figure 1. 204 nm excited UV RR spectra of the 21 unit peptide AP
(AAAAAAAA -RAAAAR-AAAA-R-AA) (a, b, c) and the deuterated
peptide AdP (AAAAAAAA- RAAAAR-AAAA -R-AA, where A is
L-Ala(2,3,3,3-D4)) (d, e, f) at-0.2 °C (b, e),+70 °C (a, d) and their
difference spectra (c, f). The experimental setup is described in reference
1. The 932 cm-1 band of 0.15 M sodium perchlorate was used as an
internal standard, and the peptide concentrations were 0.5 mg/mL. We
utilize a spectral accumulation time of 20 min, with a spectral resolution
of ∼10 cm-1. The star marks a peak assigned to molecular oxygen.
Spectra (c) and (f) were multiplied by 2.

Figure 2. (A) Temperature dependence of the AP and AdPR-helicity
as calculated from CD measurements using the method described in
ref 1. The CD data were fitted to expressions for the molar ellipticity
analogous to eqs 1 and 2 assuming the maximumR-helical fraction
0.78.1 (B) R-Helical fraction temperature dependence calculated from
the UVRR of AP (b), nondeuterated central amide bonds (]), and
deuterated external amide bonds ([) of AdP. TheR-helix composition
was ratioed to the total number of AdP peptide bonds (twenty). Solid
lines are the best fits obtained using eqs 1 and 2 with the parameters
listed in Table 1, assuming the maximumR-helical fractions 0.7 for
AP, 0.3 for the central peptide bonds of AdP, and 0.4 for the external
peptide bonds of AdP.1 (C) R-Helical fraction temperature dependence
from Figure 2B normalized to the number of peptide bonds of the
central and of the external segments that can form anR-helix. Solid
lines are the best fits obtained using eqs 1 and 2 with the parameters
listed in the Table 1.
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measured CD spectra, according to the method described in ref
1. Figures 2B and 2C show the calculatedR-helical fraction of
AP and the spatially resolved calculatedR-helical fractions of
the central six and exterior fourteen amide bonds of AdP
determined by analyzing the UVRR spectra as described in the
appendix below.

The Figure 2A CD data show the expected identicalR-helix
melting curves for AdP and AP, which yieldTm ) 5 °C for the
average peptide bond melting temperatures. As previously1

discussed in detail, we calculate a significantly higher average
peptide bondTm ) 17 °C from the Figure 2B UV Raman data
because the Raman spectra more heavily weight shorterR-heli-
cal segments than do the CD spectra.1,14This modeling assumes
that a total of six penultimate residues will not form anR-helix,
since they cannot have both stabilizingR-helix hydrogen bonds.
Thus, we expect that a maximum of eight of the thirteen
deuterated external peptide bonds can be involved in anR-helix
(62% maximumR-helix fraction).

The Figure 2B peptide melting curves are scaled to the total
number of amide bonds (twenty), while the Figure 2C melting
curves are scaled to show the relativeR-helical fraction of the
central six residues and the relativeR-helical fraction of the
exterior eight dueterated residues that can potentially fom an
R-helix.

Figures 2B and 2C show significantly different melting curves
for the central and exterior AdP peptide bonds. The six central
peptide bonds show a complete melting curve with an apparent
Tm ) 32 °C (Figure 2C). The central six peptide bonds are
essentially 100%R-helical at 0°C and have negligibleR-helix
content at 60°C.

In contrast, the exterior peptide bonds are∼60% R-helical
at 0 °C and are negligiblyR-helical by 40°C. We calculate a
Tm ) 5 °C. Thus, at the average AdP and AP peptide bond
melting temperature ofTm) 17 °C, where theR-helix confor-
mation involves half (seven) of all of the amide bonds capable
of forming anR-helix (fourteen),∼80% of the six central amide
bonds (∼five) occur in anR-helix. In contrast, only∼20% of
the exterior peptide amide bonds (eight) areR-helical (approx.
two) as shown in Figure 2C. These results, which demonstrate
a decreasedTm for exterior amide bonds, are predicted by theory5

and are similar to the results of13C NMR studies of theR-helical
peptide acetylW(EAAAR)3A.15

We calculated the thermodynamic parameters for the central
and exterior peptide bonds (Table 1) from the UVRR melting

curves by assuming the simplest two-state model for both
internal as well as penultimate amide bonds of AdP:

HerefR(T) andfdR(T) are the temperature-dependent fractional
R-helix content of the central and exterior peptide bonds, while
fmax is the maximum R-helix fraction of the six central
nondeuterated peptide bonds;fdmax is the R-helix fraction of
the eight exterior peptide bonds which can occur in anR-helix;
and fmax ) 6/20 ) 0.3 andfdmax ) 8/20 ) 0.4.

Although we see clear differences inTm, the differences in
∆H and ∆S for the central residues compared to the external
residues, are within the error bars of the modeling, due to the
limited spectral signal-to-noise ratios. We will revisit this issue
in the future when we obtain higher signal-to-noise ratio data
from higher concentration peptide samples; we presently have
only small amounts of the AdP peptide.

Conclusions

The work here demonstrates that UVRR of a selectively
deuterium labeledR-helical peptide allows us to spatially resolve
the conformation of individual peptide bonds. We observe
significantly higherTm values for peptide bonds in the center
of the peptide compared to the external peptide bonds. We are
beginning nsec UV resonance Raman T-jump studies of this
peptide to spatially resolve the dynamics ofR-helix unfolding.
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Appendix

Spectral Analysis.The APR-helical fraction was calculated
from the AP Raman spectra using the temperature-dependent
AP R-helix and random coil basis Raman spectra and the
procedure of ref 1.

We modeled the AdP UVRR spectraI(T,ν) by

whereT is the temperature andν is the Raman frequency. The
termsfdR(T) andfR(T) are the fractionalR-helix content of the
deuterated and nondeuterated segments of AdP, andfdrc(T) and
frc(T) are the fraction random coil content of the deuterated and
nondeuterated segments of AdP and are normalized by the total
number of amide bonds in the peptide (deuterated plus non-
deuterated).IdR(T, ν) andIdrc(T, ν), are the spectra of the pure
R-helix and the random coil (rc) conformations of the deuterated
segments of AdP.IR(T, ν) and Irc(T, ν) are theR-helix and
random coil spectra of the nondeuterated peptide segments.
Thus,fdR(T) + fdrc(T) + fR(T) + frc(T) ) 1.

The R-helical amide III frequency and band shape are
temperature independent, while the AP random coil amide III
shows modest temperature dependence.1 Therefore,IdR(T, ν)
) IdR(ν) and IR(T, ν) ) IR(ν)

We find that the random coil deuterated amide III band is
also essentially temperature independent. This probably results

TABLE 1: Thermodynamic Parametersa for AdP and AP
CoilTHelix Transition

Tm

°C
∆H

kcal/molpeptide

∆S
kcal/(molpeptide‚K)

AP 17(5 -14.8(2 -51(6
AdP, ends 5(5 -14.4(4.1 -51.9(14
AdP, center 32(5 -18.7(5.5 -61.2(18

a The thermodynamic parameters are listed with the standard errors
((2σ). We fitted the melting curves of Figure 2 with eqs 1 and 2 using
the Levenberg-Marquardt approximation procedure (SPSS software).
These equations have three independent parameters,∆H, ∆S, and the
maximumR-helical fractionfmax (or fdmax). If we determine all three
parameters from fitting, without constraints, the errors in determination
of those parameters will be much higher than those presented in Table
1. However, we estimated the maximal helical fractionsfmax andfdmax

from independent data, as noted above, and used them as fixed
parameters in our fitting. This resulted in the smaller standard errors
quoted in Table 1. The parameters∆H and∆S mutually compensate,
which increases their estimated standard errors.

fR(T) )
fmax

1 + exp(- ∆H
RT

+ ∆S
R )

(1)

fdR(T) )
fdmax

1 + exp(-
∆Hd

RT
+

∆Sd

R )
(2)

I(T, ν) ) fdR(T)‚IdR(T, ν) + fdrc(T)‚Idrc(T, ν) +
fR(T)‚IR(T, ν) + frc(T)‚Irc(T, ν) (3)
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from the fact that CR deuteration removes the variable contribu-
tion of CR-H bending,9-11 which is responsible for the large
sensitivity of the amide III band to the peptide bond conforma-
tion.9 Therefore,Idrc(T, ν) ) Idrc(ν) for the amide III spectral
region (1200-1400 cm-1).

Thus, we can modify eq 3

At high temperature (T g 70 °C), AP and AdP are essentially
100% random coil (Figure 2A and ref 1). Thus,nd deuterated
andnn nondeuterated amide bonds (nd + nn ) n ) 20) occur in
the random coil form. The high temperature,T1, AdP spectrum
I(T1,ν) is thus, from eq 4

and the difference spectrum between highT1 and low T2

temperatures can be written

Here we used eq 4 for the low-temperature spectrumI(T2,ν)
and eq 5 for the high-temperature spectrumI(T1,ν). Since the
1240 cm-1 AdP difference spectral peak results from the
R-helixfrandom coil transition of the nondeuterated part of
AdP, from eq 6 we obtain

Hereν1 is 1240 cm-1 and [IdR(ν1) - Idrc(ν1)] ) 0, since there
is no contribution of the deuterated segment to the 1240 cm-1

spectral change. Using the previously calculated1 temperature-
dependent AP UVRR spectra for theR-helix IR(ν) and random
coil conformationsIrc(T, ν), we determined the temperature
dependence of theR-helical fraction of the nondeuterated
(internal)R-helical segmentsfR(T2) from eq 7. The temperature
dependence of this calculatedR-helical fraction is shown in
Figure 2B,].

We calculated theR-helical fraction of the deuterated part of
AdP from the UVRR spectra using the dependence of the 1325

cm-1 band Raman cross sections on theR-helix and random
coil composition. Using values offR(T2), obtained from eq 7
by using the 1240 cm-1 nondeuterated amide III band, we can
calculate the productfdR(T2)‚[IdR(ν) - Idrc(ν)] from eq 6 since
all other parameters are known.

whereν2 is 1325 cm-1. We obtained the value of [IdR(ν2) -
Idrc(ν2)], which we assume is temperature independent,12 from
the measured value offdR(T) atT ) 0 °C obtained by subtracting
the R-helical fraction of the nondeuterated part of AdP from
the calculatedR-helical fraction of AP, since AP and AdP show
identical R-helical fraction temperature dependencies, Figure
2A. These calculated values are shown by the[ in the Figure
2B. In the future we will directly determine more accurate values
of [IdR(ν2) - Idrc(ν2)] and its actual temperature dependence
from UVRR spectra of fully deuterated peptides.
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I(T, ν) ) fdR(T)‚IdR(ν) + fdrc(T)‚Idrc(ν) + fR(T)‚IR(ν) +
frc(T)‚Irc(T, ν) (4)

I(T1, ν) )
nd

n
‚Idrc(ν) +

nn

n
‚Irc(T1, ν) (5)

∆I ) I(T2, ν) - I(T1, ν)

) fdR(T2)‚[IdR(ν) - Idrc(ν)] + fR(T2)‚[IR(ν) -

Irc(T2, ν)] -
nn

n
‚[Irc(T2,) - Irc(T1, ν)] (6)

∆I(ν1) ) fR(T2)‚[IR(ν1) - Irc(T2,1)] -
nn

n
‚[Irc(T2, ν1) -

Irc(T1, ν1)] (7)

fdR(T2) ‚[IdR(ν2) - Idrc(ν2)] ) ∆I(ν2) - fR(T2)‚[IR(ν2) -

Irc(T2, ν2)] +
nn

n
‚[Irc(T2, ν2) - Irc(T1, ν2)] (8)
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